
When searching for a particular journal article, the best approach is to search 

Library Search by searching for the journal title. For example: 

Masley, S.A., Gillanders, D.T., Simpson, S.G. & Taylor, M.A (2012) A 

systematic review of the evidence base for schema therapy. Cognitive 

Behaviour Therapy, 41(3), 185-202. 

 

Click the View it link and then follow the appropriate link to access the 

journal. 

 

When we click on Academic Search Complete it takes us to the journal home 

page where we can then access the article (2012, volume 41, issue 3). 



 

You should then be able to access the article itself: 

 

Library Search is the definitive way to check that we have access to a 

particular journal. If we subscribe to it, it will be listed in Library Search. If we 

were to search on an internet search engine such as Google, Bing or Duck 

Duck Go, we may find that the same article is not accessible.  

 

Figure 1 Seach for the paper 

 

Figure 2 Click "View full text" 



 

Figure 3 Click PDF on the T&F website. 

 

Figure 4 Request to pay for the article. 



TOP TIP: If you want to be sure we have access to an article (and if you don’t want 

to pay!), ALWAYS search for the journal title in Library Search. 

EBSCO PsycInfo is the main database for psychology and should be your first 

point of call when conducting a literature search. To access EBSCO PsycInfo, 

complete the following steps… 

 

Figure 5 Select "Databases and E-journals in the Quick Links side bar... 

 

Figure 6 Select "E" in the A-Z list... 



 

Figure 7 Select On or off Campus - you will be prompted to enter your Athens login if off-

campus. 

 

Figure 8 Select EBSCOHost Web 

 

Figure 9 Select PsycInfo (not all databases!) 

 



A really powerful feature in PsycInfo is the Thesaurus (in the top-left of the 

blue menu bar). The Thesaurus basically indexed subject terms that are 

applied to every article in PsycInfo. For example: 

 

This article has the subject terms: 

*Adolescent Psychopathology; *Family Relations; *Human Sex 

Differences; *Major Depression; *Stress; Adolescent Development; 

Depression (Emotion) 

An asterisk indicates a major subject term (ie specifically what the article is 

about), ones without are standard subject terms (more general terms). All of 

these terms are clickable so if I click “*Stress” every article about Stress in 

PsycInfo will be listed: 

 

The Thesaurus indexes these terms so you can use it to search for specific 

terms and discover all the results on a particular topic. So if we wanted to 



look up “mental health services” for example, we would go to the Thesaurus 

and enter “mental health” (in speech marks because it’s a phrase): 

 

Click Browse: 

 

Then click “mental health”: 

 



Click the checkbox next to “Mental health services”: 

 

Then click “Add”: 

 

Don’t worry about the DE it’s a code specific to EBSCO to tell it what it is 

searching for. Then click Search: 

 

You now have a list of every article in PsycInfo on “Mental Health Services”. 

You can limit these results by a number of ways by using the filters on the left: 



 

Filter options include year, peer reviewed articles (generally considered high 

quality), age, methodology and filter by additional subject terms. All of these 

filters can be reversed once applied by clicking the cross in the box above 

the filters: 

 

 



You can also search multiple databases in EBSCO, for example you might 

also want to search: 

 Academic Search Complete (multi-disciplinary) 

 Business Source Complete (coaching) 

 Cinahl Plus (clinical psychology) 

 Education Research Complete (education) 

You can find a full list of databases at bit.ly/psycdatabases. 

To search across multiple databases, click “Choose databases” above the 

search window. 

 

Then select the databases you wish to search. 

 

Now you can cross-search the selected databases. 



When you search multiple databases in EBSCO, however, the Thesaurus 

option is no longer applicable. This is because every database indexed 

articles slightly differently. As a result, you need to return to basic keyword 

searching using the terms you’ve developed as part of a keywording 

exercise. 

Because there is no thesaurus option, you will also need to be more careful 

when using the filters on the left as some filters apply to one database but not 

others (eg Age is a limiter in PsycInfo but not in Academic Search Complete). 

So, when searching across multiple databases, the best thing to do is to limit 

the results to one database, then apply limiters. To do so, scroll to the bottom 

of the list of filters where you should find a section labelled “Database”. 

 

Select the database you wish to sort through first, then start to look at the 

options to limit your results. 

The key thing to remember is to start by searching PsycInfo first, in isolation 

and by using the thesaurus. Once you have searched PsycInfo, then start to 

look at the other databases using the approach described above. 

Don’t forget to also look at: 

ScienceDirect 

Scopus  

And any other database that may be applicable - see individual subject 

support pages for suggestions! 

 

uel.ac.uk/lls/services/subjectlist 

 

 



More tips are available on my blog here at 

uellibrarypsyc.wordpress.com/literature-searching 

 

If you need any assistance in searching any of our databases, please do let 

me know by contacting me in the following ways… 

email: i.clark@uel.ac.uk 

tel: 020 8223 3140 

twitter: @psyclib_uel 

Subscribe to my blog using your UEL email address for more hints, tips and the 

latest about psychology resources here at UEL: 

 


